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BI UPDATE
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This Issue
Creating Excel 
reports made 
easy. 

TAKING THE PAIN OUT OF EXCEL REPORTING
Love it or loath it the spreadsheet is a ubiquitous business application which empowers the end user. Whilst 
data can be conveyed in many formats, most business users are happiest with data in excel.

As the internet makes further inroads 

into every aspect of our lives some things 

seem to remain the same. You can create 

sophisticated dynamic web applications 

with all the latest bells and whistles, you 

can present the data in PDFs or using 

reporting tools like Business Objects or 

C r y s t a l b u t d e s p i t e a l l t h e s e 

technological advances end users still 

prefer to have their data served to them 

in an Excel spreadsheet.

Creating Excel reports however is 

not the simplest of tasks. Firstly the 

working  environment needs to be 

considered:

• Is this a windows or unix house ?

• What is the attitude toward running 

applications such as Microsoft Office on 

the server

• How skilled are IT / The Business

All of the above questions will have 

an influence on the end decision. In many 

environments installing  Excel on a server 

is  disallowed. In a unix environment this 

is not even an option, instead the excel 

report must be created by writing the 

binary without the need to install Excel.

Typical approaches to creating  such 

reports would often involves writing a 

program which would perform the 

following actions:

• Connect to a data source

• Manipulate the data

• Create a workbook

• Write the data to the workbook

• Format the data in the spreadsheet

As can be seen the above approach 

is far from ideal.  There may be a 

significant amount of the program 

dedicated to tasks such as formatting 

cells in particular fonts and colors. 

A better approach would be to utilize 

a template which contained information 

pertaining to the formatting of the report. 

This way if end users want to modify the 

layout of the report it would be possible 

to simply change the template and avoid 

the need to modify  or recompile any 

application code. 

Why not just export a 
report ?
	 Many existing tools such as 
Business Objects and Crystal have the 
ability to create reports which can be 
rendered in a plethora of formats. For 
simple reports these tools may be 
sufficient. However the author has found 
they lack the ability to control the layout 
and add features which many would not 
consider to be exotic. These limitations 
include
• Lack of ability to create multiple 

worksheets in a workbook
• Lack of control over layout
• In ability to add features such as freeze 

panes and filtering
• In ability to add excel formulas

You won’t believe 
how easy it is to 

create great looking 
reports
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The above list is not extensive and important 
features will change according to the user. 
However many exported reports will 
effectively be static. One of the advantages 
of excel is the ability to change numbers and 
see the result ripple through the calculations 
and charts.

Introducing a simple and powerful 
alternative to bespoke programming.

The tool was developed by the author 

when he was tasked with reproducing  some 

existing Excel reports. The reports  would 

culminate a year long multi-million dollar 

project to decommission a legacy system. 

However the existing reports contained 

some excel specific features which ruled out 

the possibility of using a general purpose 

reporting tool.  In addition the reports were 

provided to external clients who could 

potentially have macros running against the 

report. It was therefore necessary to ensure 

that the layout was exactly preserved.

After analyzing the reports and seeing 

how disparate they were the author decided 

a fresh approach was required, which would 

ease the creation of reports and would be 

simple enough that other staff members 

could create the reports.

The reporting solution uses an open 

source software stack and being java based 

is fully cross platform. The resulting solution 

effectively removes the need for custom 

programming  and by directly writing  the 

excel file negates the need for additional 

Office licenses.

The software stack is comprised of the 

following open source components:

• Talend - An ETL tool

• The Talend excel component written 

by the Author

• Apache POI - A java library to write 

excel binary files

• Apache DynaBeans - A java library 

which simplifies creating classes at 

runtime

• JXLS - An abstraction layer which sits 

on top of POI

By using an open source ETL tool it is 

possible to import data from multiple 

sources, ranging  from simple flat text files 

through to relational databases and 

business applications such as SAP. In 

addition to the plethora of source systems 

the ETL tool also offers many components 

allowing the data to be manipulated in ways 

such as filtering and aggregating. 

By using a template based approach it 

is possible to harness many of excels in built 

features such as split panes, filtering  and 

charts. 

The first stage in creating the report is 

to define the template. The key here is to 

define a series of tags which will later be 

used by the report generation tool to create 

the report.

The template will effectively contain 

information relating to the layout of the data 

and the presentation of the data.  If a cell is 

bold in the template then the resulting cell 

will be bold in the report. 

A tag  might look like ${employee.name} 

this is effectively a placeholder which will be 

substituted for the actual data when the 

report is created. The results are populated 

into the spreadsheet in a vertical manner, so 

the tag  above might result in many rows 

being inserted into the report. 

Several Properties can also be included 

in a cell.  So it would be possible to have a 

cell which looked like:

Report for ${department.name} 

Or perhaps

${employe.name} is {$employee.age}

We can also perform calculations based 

on the source data. e.g The Expression 

below would display the total number of 

employees in a department.

${count(name):department.employees}

${max(salary):department.employees}

3 EASY STEPS

Tag the fields and design the  
formatting and layout

Create the ETL Routine and 
Map the data fields

Check the output reports and 
amend if necessary
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There are effective 4 different elements within the excel report interface. These are concerned with the tasks necessary to create a report. 
It is not always necessary to complete each section and elements such as the object nesting part can be optional.

Introducing the GUI Elements 

The input fields will appear automatically in the 
interface and will default to the object with and ID 
of one. If any additional objects are created then 
object mapping will need to be updated in this 
table.

Object names are defined in the “Object Name Definition” 
table. Note that the tags used in excel as placeholders for 
the data are case sensitive.
Tags which reference the object are of the form
${object.fieldname} - eg ${Employee.name}

The object nesting table is optional. In this case we have mapped a Department object to an Employee Object. The mapping is done by 
telling the tool which fields to join on.
The relationship should be seen in terms of a parent / child relationship or a one to many relationship. 
Eg if you consider the example of employee and departments then one department will contain many employees, so the department 
object is the parent and the employee object is the child. 
Behind the scenes the tool created objects when necessary and in resolves child objects to their parent.

It should however be noted that the tool will not perform complex joins and lookups. It is assumed that the input data has been equi / 
inner joined.

Eg
EmpId,name,EmpDeptId,salary,DeptId,DeptName
1,Paul,1,120,1,Technology

The sample above will be work since the employee has been joined with the department at the database level.

Eg
EmpId,name,EmpDeptId,salary,DeptId,DeptName
1,Paul,1,120,2,Technology

The record above probably would not work - since the department the employee belongs in might not have been created yet.
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Producing A Basic Report

For the purposes of this tutorial I will use a Comma Separted Values file as the Source. I will not cover any of the Talend 

Related features apart from possibly mentioning them at a high level. For further information on Talend and it’s use please see 

www.talend.com

Lets begin with some sample data. I will assume that you have the data set below in a CSV file:

EmpId,name,EmpDeptId,salary,bonus,age,DeptId,DeptName

1,Hugo,1,200,500,31,1,Technology

2,Lee,1,200,600,32,1,Technology

3,Paul,1,120,350,35,1,Technology

4,Karen,1,250,800,32,1,Technolgy

5,Leo,2,80,150,18,2,Operations

6,Sasha,2,150,750,39,2,Operations

Since this is difficult to read a tabular representation is show below:

EMPID NAME EMPDEPTI
D

SALARY BONUS AGE DEPTID DEPTNAME

1 Hugo 1 200 500 31 1 Technology

2 Lee 1 200 600 32 1 Technology

3 Paul 1 120 350 35 1 Technology

4 Karen 1 250 800 32 1 Technology

5 Leo 2 80 150 18 2 Operations

6 Sasha 2 150 750 39 2 Operations

To display the data in excel we need to determine which fields we wish to display and what we will call them. For the sake of 

simplicity lets assign each row to an object which we will call employee.

The tags take the form ${object.field}

Note that the Tool is case sensitive - is therefore important that the 
name matches those used within the Talend Component.

Add 
the tags - They 

begin with a dollar 
with the fields 

enclosed in curly 
brackets 

http://www.talend.com
http://www.talend.com
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Within Talend the first stage is to define the data source. In this example the Source is a tFileInputDelimited Component. Since 
the data contained a header Row, the header field has been changed to 1. The schema was defined to match the source file.
Although it is now possible to use any of the Talend transformations to manipulate the data for the sake of simplicity in this 
tutorial we will simple connect the input data to the report object.

The Excel Report Component

The tExcelReport component can be found in the Palette under the misc section. 

The Component should be connected to the data flow by using the main input link. This 
can be accomplished by right clicking on the source component and selecting main.

Initially a red cross will appear next to the icon. This indicates that not all of the 
mandatory fields have been completed.

After the component has been added to the designer workspace it is necessary to define any objects which should be created 
and map the input fields to these objects.
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In the component You will notice how all of the input fields have been automatically imported from the input component and 
mapped to the object Id 1.

It is therefore necessary to create an object and assign it the Id of 1. An object is created by clicking on the plus icon in the 
“object name definition” table. The name of the object here must match with that defined on the excel spreadsheet. Note that 
the system is case sensitive.

Since all fields are mapped to object ID 1 and we are only creating one object in this example there is no need to alter the left 
hand table.

In this example there is only one object and there is therefore no need to complete the Object Nesting Table since this will not 
be used for this basic sample.

The only other fields which have to be completed are defining the template file and the output file. By clicking on the ellipsis (...) 
a file chooser will be displayed which will assist in locating the template file and defining the output file.
It is not necessary to hardcode filenames, since they can be parameterized, which would be done by using context variables. 
This is beyond the scope of this document. To learn more about contexts you should browse the Talend website and forums.

The ETL part is now complete and after running the report you should be able to open the target file and see the data displayed 
as below.

Simple 
Tags - Assist in 
creating great 

reports

Now you are familar with tags why not experiment 
with the template. See for yourself how easy it is to 
add formulas and format fields. Add some header 
rows and generally experiment with the tool.
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Producing a Nested Report

In real life relationships exist between data entities. Perhaps the easiest way to imagine such a relationship is to consider the 
Employees examples we have been using. 
In real life a Department will contain many Employees. We can recreate this relationship using the Nesting Feature in the tool.

Lets alter the previous template and ETL Routine to produce a different type of report. 

Add a new Object Called department and alter the fields mappings to assign the department based fields to this objects ID

In the Nesting Table we have defined that the Parent Object has an ID of 2 (department) and this can have multiple children 
(employees)

We also need to tell the tool which fields to join on. It should be possible to join on multiple fields. However the data should have 
been inner / equi joined before reaching this excel reporting component. 

When working with Nested data we can iterate through the objects in the excel report by using the <jx: forEach> tag.

The basic syntax of the for each loop is:

<jx:forEach items=”${OBJECTNAME} var=”ReferenceName”}
	 Fields go here
</jx:forEach>

Therefore to iterate through each deparment we whould have have include the tags such as the following in the spreadsheet

<jx:forEach items=”${department} var=”department”}
     ${deparment.name}
</jx:forEach>
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The image below shows a sample template which has been used to produce a banded report. In addition some formatting 
has been added and formulas has been included to show a few more of the tools capabilities.

The resulting report can be seen below. The formulas are dynamic and true excel formulas.
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What can be done with the Nested Objects
It has been stated that nesting of obects is optional, so what benefits does it offer?

Using Nested objects we can create banded reports. Technically even the top level level elements are added to a collection, so on the 
basic sample it would have been possible to iterate through the data with a forEach Loop. However since there were no child objects 
this wasn’t necessary.

We can use formulas to interact with the elements in the collections.

eg

${count(EmpID) : department.employee }

Lets see this in action

Filtering

We can filter the data in a for each loop by using the Select Attribute

eg

<jx:forEach items="${department.employee}" var="employee" select="${employee.salary > 80}">
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Other Tags

Outlining - <jx:outline> Tag

We can create outlines in the reports by using the <jx:outline> tag This should be used within the <jx:forEach> tag. 

The <jx:outline> tag takes an optional detail boolean attribute which defines if the outline will be expanded or collapsed

EXPANDED COLLAPSED

<jx:outline>
  fields go here
</jx:outline>

<jx:outline detail=”false”>
  fields go here
</jx:outline>
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Conditional fields and Columns

<jx:if> Tag

The <jx:if> tag can be used to selectively include fields and columns. Therefore it can be seen as like the select attribute on the 
forEach tag. However you might use the tag to process values inside the forEach tag Differently

eg 

</jx:forEach items=”${department.employee}” var=”empoyee”>

   <jx:if test=”${employee.bonus >= 500”>
	          ${employee.bonus * 2}
   </jx:if>

   <jx:if test=”${employee.bonus < 500”>
	       ${employee.bonus}
    </jx:if>

</jx:forEach>

We can also use the <jx:if> tag to selectively include columns. This is done by placing the closing tag on the same row. As can be 
seen below the text “FIRE THEM” is only displayed if the bonus is less than 700. However rather than using simple text we could 
have used another expression.
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In the example above we saw how to have conditional text on a report. Although this was done using a <jx:if> tag you should also 
be aware that you can also use existing excel features in the report.
If we trying to reproduce this report above using excel functionality than it would have been possible to using a standard tag to 
include the bonus and hide this row. Then we could have used conditional formatting with a formula to achieve the same result.

The formula might look something like this

=IF(INDIRECT("D" & ROW()) < 700, "Fire Them", "")

This is simply taking advantage of the useful Indirect forumla in Excel. This handy formula allows you do dynamically get the 
content another row. It can prove particularly useful when using conditional formatting.

It isn’t always necessary to use things such as conditional formatting since any excel formulas which are used within a forEach 
loop will be dynamically copied to the other cells.

Please note that if you were to use the forumula below inside a cell which was contained within a forEach loop then you wouldn’t 
get the desired result.

=IF($B7>100,"YES","NO")

Although the tool would copy the formula down, it wouldn’t increment the row count. Therefore you should instead use the indirect 
function

=IF(indirect(“B” & row()) > 100, “YES”,”NO”)

Expressions

JEXL Expression can be evaluated with the <jx:out expr=”” /> tag

eg <jx:out expr=”2+2” />

Grouping Data - The groupBy Attribute

We may wish to group data into related fields. The sample below shows a report where the data has been been groups by age.

The groupBy field is an attribute of the forEach Tag. Its usage is shown below:

<kx:forEach items=”${department.employee”} var=”employee” groupBy=”age”>

When the jxls processing engine encounters the groupBy attribute it internally creates a new collection which contains two fields, 
item and items. 

The grouped properties can be accessed by using the item property. 

After this the members of this group can be iterated over using the ${group.items} tag which allows access to the inner members 
of the newly created group.

The best way to understand the usage is to see the sample below.
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Grouping 
is easily 

achieved using 
the groupBy 

Attribute

Collections

Up to this point we have used the forEach loop to iterate over collections of data. This however isn’t always strictly necessary. It is 
possible to directly access a member and have it iterated over.
The advantage of the forEach loop is that other values such as excel references, formulas etc... will also be copied down to the 
respective rows. 
Sometimes you might not want to perform such as action and use forEach loops, in which case you might to access the elements with 
a direct reference. 
eg ${department.employee.name}
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Row Formatting & Object Access

Creating reports where rows are alternatively coloured can be accomplished in number of ways. In an ideal world this could be done 
entirely with conditional formatting and a forumla. However the author has found that the excel evaluation engine for conditional 
formats does not cope very well with nested formulas.

Eg In a traditional excel report like the one shown on the previous page we could highlight every cell in column A & B and apply the 
following conditional formatting formula.

=and(indirect(“A” & row()) <> “”, mod(row(),2)=0)

This formula will return True or False based on if Cell A1 is populated and the row is an even number. Unfortunately  although this is 
a perfectly valid formula the excel conditional format chokes on it!!

So to work around this we could put the forumla in column D and either hide the column or set the font colour to white.

Now the conditional Format formula is simplified and is simply

=indirect(“D” & row())

You will observe that the table row are now alternatively striped. In the picture below the text is formatted black but in reality you 
would hide this by changing the font or hiding the column

So now we have seen how a striped report can be created in excel using conditional formatting, how can we apply this knowledge to 
the report we will generate ?

The whole process is based on knowing if the row is odd or even. The reason for the inclusion of the “and” formula above was so 
that only cells which were populated with text would be highlighted. 

So lets see how can accomplish this task in the report.

Direct Object Access

As stated earlier the main report generation is based on JXLS an abstraction layer which sits on top of Apache POI. We can actually 
access the underly POI objects from within the spreadsheet.

It is possible to access 3 different POI Objects

• workbook
• sheet
• hssfRow

For more details about these objects you should have a look at the apache poi javadocs.

However some typical uses might be renaming the sheet

 ${workbook.setSheetName(0, department.name)}

We can access the row number with the following formula:

${hssfRow.getRowNum()}
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So how do we produce a striped report in the tool?

If the following formula is placed inside a forEach loop it will give an indicator of if the row is odd or even. In this case there is no need 
to check if a cell is not blank, since the cell acts as an incidator to the conditional format and will only be populated when there are 
values inside the forEach loop.

<jx:out expr=”hssfRow.getRowNum() mod 2” />

The formula above takes advantage of poi object access and the jx:out tag to evaluate a condition and put the result on the 
spreadsheet. The mod formula is inbuilt into JEXL a simple expression language. To learn more about JEXL do a google search.

The only remaining part is to highlight columns A and B and set a conditional format. The template and conditional forumula are 
shown below.

The output of the report can be seen below, in reality you would hide column D or set the font to white in the template.

Striped 
Output is 

easily achieved 
with POI access
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Possibilities Afforded with POI Access

As you are now aware it is possible to access objects in the POI Layer.

Some of the methods you might find useful are listed here:

workbook objects

METHOD NAME DESCRIPTION

addPicture(byte [] data, int format) Add a picture to the workbook

removeSheetAt(int index) Remove the sheet

setPrintArea(int sheetIndex, int startColumn, int endColumn, int 
startRow, int endRow) 

Sets the print area

	setSheetHidden(int sheetIx, boolean hidden) Hides or unhides a sheet

sheet objects

METHOD NAME DESCRIPTION

autoSizeColumn(int column) Automatically resize the column

setDisplayGridlines(boolean show) Show / Hide Grid lines

getFooter() gets the Footer

getHeader() gets the Header

We can used the return value of these methods to perform actions eg

${sheet.getHeader().setLeft('Left Header')}

${sheet.getFooter().setCenter(‘THIS IS THE FOOTER’)}

hssfRow object

METHOD NAME DESCRIPTION

getRowNum() Gets the row number

setHeight(short) Sets the row height

getCell() gets a cell object
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Forumla & Expressions

Many formulas will be copied through exactly, so it’s fine to use standard excel notation. However dynamic formulas which reference 
the data require a special notation.

$[formula]

You can also access data on separate sheets.

 $[SUM(Sheet2!B10) - 'Sheet 1'!D15]

Expressions take the form of JEXL expressions some samples are

${employee.salary > 500}

Aggregate Functions

These functions take the form

${Function_Name(field):collection}

Valid Functions are:
• sum
• min
• max
• avg
• count

A sample function would look like

${max(payment):department.employee}

Charts

Charts can be created in advance in the template and reference the cells to be populated in the main report. 
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Hopefully by now you have learnt sufficient information to produce a wide variety of reports with a mixtures of features. I intend to 
amend this document as and when new features are added.

So far I propose to add some of the following extra features as and when time allows:

• The ability to allow for tags to position data along rows as well as down columns
• The ability to dynamically copy existing sheets

mailto:hugo.pendlebury@gmail.com
mailto:hugo.pendlebury@gmail.com

